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Its chiming in Normaltown
September 7th - October 20th
Sue Tompkins is a Glasgow-based artist whose practice is rooted in the spoken, sung, and written word.
Over the past number of years this has included installations of works on paper, live performances and her
brief tenure with the now-defunct Scottish band Life Without Buildings.

Her most recent works of delicate silk chiffon and organza are transparent fragments of color that draw
on her background as a painter and resonate with the emotion of her text-based pieces. The only structural
elements she provides these frayed remnants are single strips of zippers, provisionally pinned to the surface,
either splayed open or fixed closed. Like her performances, these works have a gauzy cinematic quality;
they find themselves lost in a dream-like state.

Sue Tompkins (b.1971) lives and works in Glasgow, where she is represented by The Modern Institute. She
has recently presented solo exhibitions at Galerie Micky Schubert, Berlin; the Dia Art Foundation, New
York; Inverleith House, Edinburgh; Art Basel Miami Beach; and the Contemporary Art Museum, St. Louis.
She has presented performances and been included in numerous group exhibitions, including those at the
Tate Modern and the National Portrait Gallery in London; Tranzitdisplay, Prague; Podium, Oslo; and the
São Paulo Biennale, Brazil. Sue sometimes works in collaboration with her twin sister, Hayley Tompkins.
In 2007, she performed and presented works on paper as part of In the Poem About Love You Don’t Write
the Word Love at Midway Contemporary Art.
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During the opening reception, Tompkins will also present a new live performance entitled LL Bedrock
(2012).

TELEPHONE 612.605.4504

While her work has formal connections with concrete poetry, the highly personal, emotive and often
humorous aspects of Tompkins’ sensibility perhaps more closely recall predecessors such as the Baroness
Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven, the pioneering performer, poet and visual artist whose erotic poetry and
imagery was highly idiosyncratic for her time. Tompkins’ work evokes fleeting images of lush landscapes,
seductive interior spaces, and an emotionally charged personal intimacy that often reveals elements of selfdoubt.
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In her recent text-based newsprint pieces, Tompkins uses a typewriter to generate columns and rows of
glyphs that build up in typographical fields, patterns, and visual detritus, adding a more pictorial dimension
to her works. Previously isolated words and phrases have a new context in rows of asterisks, parenthesis,
backslashes and repeated letters. These symbols behave in all sorts of ways, becoming funny ideograms
for rain, or flooding the page with a dense field of stars. In other works, such as past of run, the vibrating
tension between graphic patterns serves to amplify the earnestness of the text. These elegant constellations
of marks on the page draw further associations as she places them in installations where the relationships
between the pieces themselves creates a halting sense of rhythm, in which rests and pauses open up a
multitude of vantage points from which to read and see the work.
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Its chiming in Normaltown includes a new series of works on paper and fabric, presented in two
installations – titled Seventh Impression and L**E like Readymix Paint – in adjacent galleries. A Tompkins
exhibition reframes our experience of language in visual and spatial terms. A collector of phrases, words,
and lyrics, she plays with fragments of language, distorting meaning through stuttering, repetition, and
interruption; text is fused and broken apart, paused, remixed. Even within this free verse, loose and
temporary structures take hold in a kind of a punk classicism.
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